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Leaders in a Technologically Dispersed Work Environment
Beth A. Peroutka
This study was designed to compare leaders and their employees to
determine characteristics needed to successfully succeed in a virtual work
environment and to compare and contrast expectations of characteristics
needed in a traditional versus a virtual office environment. These
characteristics were compared u,,ith Stephen Covey's Principled Centered
Leadership Model to determine if deviation in the virtual office will imply a
need to change his leadership model.
Although there are differences in traditional office environments versus
virtual work environment, Covey's Principled Centered Leadership Model
still essentially holds true. The leadership characteristics that will apply in a
virtual office environment are service oriented, believing in other people,
seeing life as an adventure and being synergistic. However, trust and
independence ranked high as a new characteristic that Covey's model did not
cover and could produce an anomaly and a paradigm shift. A virtual leader
must position their selves to be trustworthy and provide a structure that
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INTRODUCTION
Introduction to "Virtual Office"
Flave you ever found yourself asking, " Wouldn't it be great to get away
from the office?" Well, due to evolving technologies, the way people work is
changing. Today's work environments no longer are limited to a
geographical area or to a specific facility, they are now reaching far beyond
walls and cubicles. Telecommunication is redefining the old terminology's of
traditional office workers r.t hile it obliterates boundaries and increases the
speed and efficiencies of today's workers. "The office," no longer is limited to
high rise buildings and overhead costs; a new terminotogy "Virtual offices,"
is now entering the corporate world. In fact, advances in technology first
made telecommuting, for example, widely feasible in the late 1980's. And
today more than 7 million people are working from laptops and desks outside
of their "offices." (pp.14, I{ertsweek, 1,997).
The term "virtual office, " ot "remote work environment" overturns our
traditional assumptions about work. We no longer are limited to a
traditional office environment, but can "office" from our homes, cars, hotel,
airplane, a park, customer locations, the library, or just about anywhere there
is a telephone plug in or cell transmitter. With this new work environment
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we have the premise of subtracting a half-hour or up to two hours in
commute time that can contribute to the expansion of our leisure.
Better than that is that the new work environment can employ the disabled
or can help families have a double income by one parent working at home
with a child as they continue being productive for their organization "This is
one of the most significant workgroup trends of the 1990's that will take us to
the Third Millennium." fiaclyn Kostner, Ph.D., 1994)
In developing this research, a well known traditional
leadership model was compared and contrasted with the virfual office
environment which has become the work environment for
the next millenniurn. Stephen Covey's, Principle-Centered
Leadership, was chosen as the traditional expert because not only do colleges
and graduate schools recognize his work but society also has cast
him as their expert. Hyrum W. Smith, Chairman of the
Board, Franklin Covey Co. is quoted:
"Franklin Covey is the world's leader in helping individuals and
organizations become more effective by providing unique, sustainable
professional services and product solutions...and the ability to remain
the leaders in effectiveness and productivity training."
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The questions posed in this study are designed to elicit a
response from both "traditional" r,vorkers and "virtual" workers and
managers which will tell us what is working and what is not working in a
virtual office environment and what is still needed to make this type of
office successful.
These questions are important to leaders because this may well be the
leadership model lve r,r,ill be moving toward in the next millennium.
Today's virtual offices will change the way that people view work
environments and will require management adjustments. Virtual offices
also change the relationship between employees and managers and may
require them to redefine their relationship and what that relationship means
in a "virtual" world. Will it be a "virtual working relationship?" With
these changes the leadership definitions will be defined and
challenged with this new type of environment and relationship. Virtual
offices may in part be defined as remotely relating information and nurturing
virtual relationships data from corporate headquarters by such systems as
Interactive video conferencing systems (individuals call to a teleconferencing
server which can link multiple incoming lines for simultaneously
communication) and telephones.
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STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
The question to be examined is, 'Will Covey's Principled Center
leadership model of management hold true for the people working and
leading in a "virtual" world?" (See literature review for an explanation of
the theory) This thesis will examine Covey's visions for traditional leaders
and determine if it also fits the model for a virtual office environment, using
virtual leadership. What is required to be a leader in a virtual office?
DEFINITIONS
As leadership in both traditional and virtual offices as it relates
to Covey's w,ork, of Traditional, Virtual and leadership styles are defined:
Traditional office is defined as: A work environment that is in an physical
office setting. Employees have cubicles or offices to do their work.
Employees commute to work on a daily basis, and are typically required to be
present in the office 9:00 AM - 5:00 PM, Monday through Friday.
Virtual office is defined as: An employee work space which might include
but is not limited to a home office, clients office, airplane, hotel or even a
beachbut typically in a space that is designated as an "office". Th*y typically




company in a schedule that is flexible. The corununication tools that might
for example be used are as follow: telephone, e-mail, fax machine,
teleconferencing systems, laptops, modem, and the internet.
Leadership is defined by Webster's Dictionary as-
Produces change, often to a dramatic degree, and has the potential of
producing extremely useful change (e.g., new products that customers
u'ant, new approaches to labor relations that help make them more
competitive).
It is true that leadership and "virtual" have many definitions and every
author, leader , manager may have his or her own idea or definition.
The Masters of Arts in Leadership program at Augsburg College in
Minneapolis, Minnesota defines leadership as: ( Appendix A )
1.) inspires cooperation among people who must compete for limited
resources, 2.) promotes productivity within and beyond the
organization.
In this thesis a combined definition of leadership is submitted:
LEADERSHIP- The ability to communicate collaborated ideas and
visions to others and guide them toward those goals.
There are also many theories in today's telecommuting world of what
defines a virtual office. Some think of it as only technical and define
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o.ly the technology while others think of it as anyone worki.g outside of the
office such as sales people. A working definition is submitted:
VIRTUAL- People in diverse locations by linking computers to
corporate networks, which provide links to other employees near or far. In
addition, they may utilize the Internet, video conferencing, phones, fax
machines to accomplish their work objectives.
To offer the definition and not provide the technical background would
leave some wondering as to w,hat is holding this new environment together.
If all physical boundaries are eliminated, what is holding the individuals
together? Network systems technology provides the links to hold together
most virtual systems today. This system is defined as local and a wide a.rea
network so employees can work on their computers and be networked
into the organization's server to access the information needed. This
technology is explained by Ericsson Virtual Office (EVO):
The Vfutual Office platform is based on two industry standard API's
(Application Program Interface) that are core components of the
Windows Open Services Architecture (WOSA): MAPl(Messaging
Application Program Interface) and ODBC(Open Database
Connectivity). Both the client and the server components of
applications use the standard MAPI and ODBC interface without the
need for proprietary functions calls or messages. Virtual Office wireless
enables all MAPI and ODBC based applications, including Microsoft
Access, Excel, Mail and Exchange Server software (See LAN/WAN
diagram, Appendix B).
With these definitions, research under this premise has been developed.
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LTTERATURE REVIEW
Fads will coffie and go. The fltndamental fact of man's capacity to
collaborate with his fellows in the face-to-face
group will suruiue the fads and one day be recognized.
Then, and only then, will manngeffient discouer how
seriously it has underestimated the true potential of its
human race.
Douglas McGregor . The Human Side of Enterprise
WHAT T}O THE WEB AND NEWS PUBLICATIONS SAY?
Who can go virtual?
In the IrJew York Headquarters' Virtual web site it is quoted that, "By the
year 2000, it is estimated that 25 million Americans will be worki.g on the
road, at home, or by telecommunication from executive suites." It also goes
on to say that, 'Mobility is a new u,ay of doing business, and the virtual office
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has become a accepted part of business strategies seeking to improve
productivity.' (webmaster@hqny.com)
Bob Schwabach, who writes the computing column distributed by
Universify Press Syndicate, writes about the cost and the time it takes to set
uP your own office. Setting up a such software as l{etscape virfual office in
1998 had a starting cost of $29.00 a month, or Goldmine, version 4.0 of
Personal InJormation Manager (PIM), which is a database for personal
contacts, costs $34.95 a month. There rnay be other costs such as hardware,
wiring, network access, and modem depending on the individual needs and
the size of the organization.
PIM is different from most databases; one can enter one's own data from
any locatiory on-line or off-line. This data will later be updated to the
comPany's database. An example of this would be as quoted in Schwabach's
columry "When big spenders call from Chicago you can get the customer
information on the screen by typing a few letters. And in the comment
section, you can see what you talked about last time and what you said, did,
promised and denied."
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So, in short, Schwabach (along with AT&T, Lotus and many other major
corPorations) is saying that virtual offices are visited and run by real people.
It can be wide open or restricted by u password that can be used by employees
of the company or by family or members of the group. In this office you can
computer chat, have teleconferences and exchange messages; the door is
never closed.
Virtual University
Steve Stecklow writes in the Wall Street Journal article titled, Virtual U.
(Septemb er L2, 1994) "This virtual stuff is not just restricted to the business
world, but it is opening up our academic opportunities." At Phoenix
University they offer on-line classes which are redefining college education.
"It has no fraternities, dormitories or foothall games. It rarely awards
scholarships and does not even have a library, just a research desk with a toll-
free telephone numb er."
How Does It Work?
How does Phoenix Virtual University use cyberspace? Classes meet once a
r,r,'eek for four hours at a time, night and weekends on any of several dozen
campus and satellite sites, including office buildings and Air Force bases in
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seven western states and Puerto Rico. On-line students meet at all times, duy
and night, in ryberspace. Phoenix University has forged close alliances with a
number of major corporations, including US Western Inc. and Intel Corp., to
provide customized training programs for employees. Such employers
subsidize the tuition of 80% of Phoenix's students.
Advantages of Virtual U
Virtual U save money, it also gives students that might not have been able
to attend a traditional university because of distance the and the absence of
opportunity the ability to receive a higher education. It also gives
corporations the opportunity to advance their employees and help pay for
their education along with saving money that is not being spent on expensive
universities that are not subsidized and customized to their needs.
The Challenges of Virtual U
With this new university comes new challenges for sfudents. These
challenges are the same ones faced by some commuter students
and some weekend students. With the convenience of Virfual U
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also comes student loneliness and the lack of camaraderie and sfudy sessions.
There are ways around these challenges. With study sessions, a virtual
student can hop on a chat line and have a study session or take a break and
chat to break up the loneliness and monotony of working alone. Students
can also use the chat rooms to form relationships and talk about the "in".
(Wall Street Journal, September 1.2, 1994)
Virtual Assistants
Wuy to meet employee needs is to give them a more leisurely
Pace. Deborah Eifert, CPS, a Virtual Assistant has been successfully working
virtually for the past four years. Eifert has worked for Philip Crosby of Winter
Park, a management trainer and consultant, since 1982. She manages all
office functions in addition to booking Crosby's arrangements, setting up
conferences, shipping books, and preparing and editing books and speech
manuscripts. She also takes care of the Company's financial details.
This all happened after several occasions of Eifert suggesting she would
like to try telecommuting. When the office was reorganized in 1993
Crosby agreed that they could both work their jobs from anywhere, and
suggested they try working from their homes.
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The Challenges
Working at home can have some unexpected challenges Eifert
says, "At first, I missed being with other people with whom I could discuss
ideas and problems." But she has since joined a network or professional
group that helps telecommuters stay in touch with the rest of the world.
Also, Eifert's family had to learn that she was not available to them when she
was r,+'orking from home, not unlike when she \Aras working from the office.
Another challenge for people who telecommute is that they have more
of a tendenry to become workaholics. In an effort to combat this Eifert
suggests setting strict work hours - although sometimes it is hard to walk
awof, you must learn to turn the switch.
Enjoying the Rewards
The rewards of working at home does give a person that leisurely pace and
allows you to have that second cup of coffee. The even bigger rewards
include being home when the kids get home from school or at least being able
to take a break to talk to your kids.
Eifert says/ "I have different opporfunities that I did not have for my tluee
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older daughters. If a child has a medical emergenclr leaving work for an
hour to go to the doctor's office is no problem because I can alr+,ays catch up
later. And I do not miss the office politics and commuting in busy traffic."
Eifert also believes that she accomplishes more from working at home. As
research has shown telecommuters are more productive than workers at the
office (The Office Professional, October 1997, pp.) They are interrupted less
often by the arrival of mail, phone calls and office visits. Eifert believes that
telecommuters' secret is that they are happiest working at home and are more
productive because of that reason.
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,NO MORE TEAMS" BY MICHAEL SCHRAGE
Who is Schrage?
Michael Schrage is a research associate with the MIT Sloan School's Center
for Coordination Science and MIT lab. He writes and consults on the way
technology reshapes how people collaborate. FIis ongoing work focuses on
designing and developing prototypes, tools and organizational media to
support innovation. FIe has consulted with such organizations as : Irlippon
Telephone & Telegraph, McKinsey & co., Coopers & Lybrand, Cambridg*
Technology Partners. Schrage also writes a weekly column on "Innovation"
for such papers as the Los Angeles Times.
What does he say ahout leadership and collaboration?
In a society as complex and technologically advanced as ours, it has
necessitated our becoming shaped by teamwork. Whether our efforts are to
build a new organizatiory reshape an existing organization or start a virtual
organization, it very often cannot be accomplished by an individual, but by a
team of individuals. Collaboration constantly happens everyday whether we
It ant to accept it or not. Michael Schrage explains collaboration and the role
of the network and the computer in his book, No More Teams:
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Computers completely transformed our concept of information and
our ability to interact and manipulate it indeed, computer networks
have emerged as a powerful new medium for communication with
both other computers and with people (and have given us the eighties'
metaphor of networking as a cultivated euphemism for either social
climbing or professional connection making).
Each new medium builds its processors and redefines them in the
process. Each new medium offers up its own metaphors to reshape the
context of our culfure. In the past, these media have all spun
metaphors around the concept of communication. What's now
emerging is a new hybrid of text, video, sound, image, and
computation that frames a different mode of human interaction:
collaboration.
This new hybrid of technology is making virtual collaborating
teams a reality and making virtual offices more and more successful. An
example of this success is Proctor and Gamble's achieving thirty to forty
percent higher productivity at its eighteen virtual project team sites. The
comPany considers virtual teams so vital to their competitive strength that
until recently they gave this little publicity.
Who Subscribes To Schrage's ldeas?
AIso, Xerox Corporation is using Virtual teams; they are about thirty
percent more productive than the traditionally operated facilities. And yet
another example would be Shenandoah Life, which can now process fifty
percent more applications and customer service with ten percent
work staff reduction.
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Most maior accomplishments, such as these companies have made, must
have had a far greater amount of collaboration. Most successfut projects are
not generally put together by one individual but rather a project requires the
use and contributions of many talented individuals such as a project team.
Most organizations in the United States that are successful are the ones
that utilize and encourage teamwork and allow employees to be better
than they could be on an individual level. Collaboration takes the right
individual with the right ideas and mixes them with individuals that can
encourage and make the ideas grow for the team.
This is where the idea of virtual project teams can be a benefit to any
organization. Take an individual in Minneapolis with an idea to build a
new product, but this individual does not have the technology skills to build
the product. The individual who does have the skills lives in Ohio. The
project manager with the decision making abilities for the company lives in
Irlew York. Although none of these individuals live in proximity with eactr,
with the right technology, they can effectively collaborate to build this
product.
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These teams can form and demobilize and are more often than not
geograPhically dispersed and are often formed with a common pu{pose in
mind. When the virtual team has completed the project and has learned and
benefited from the other person or persons' knowledge they break into
another team that needs their expertise.
But through these virtual teams, Schrage's explains, " collaboration also
forges the bonds of the most personal relationships. At friendship's heart is a
continuous act of collaboration." He goes on to say that, "The thing that
matters most is that collahorators posses a modicum of mutual trust, the
belief that they are each adding value and a genuine desire to solve the
problem at hand or create something new."
"There is also a natural drive to collaborate," asserts anthropologist
Edward T. Hall, the author of Beyond Culture (pp. 160). "It must he one of
the basic principles of living in substance." So collaboratiory even with
individuals that are in a virtual environment, should and can be an easy
procedure with help from someone who is willing to organize and head up
the virtual team.
Most individuals like to feel as though they are part of a team or are
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contributing to the team in some fashion. As we know, these teams are
tempordty, and are only put together to serve a purpose or complete the
project. So the virtual team members get the best of both worlds. They get
to interact with their peers and they also get the solitude of working as an
individual that contributes to the team. The team leader gets to decide how
the team project is run.
A team leader is needed to head up a virtual or dispersed project team.
Because a virtual team is different than a traditional team, and not located in
the same building or even in the same state, a leader must have specific
agenda. The project leader and the virtual team requires a certain function,
timelines and budgets along with a meeting to get started and meetings for
check points along the way. The team leader is responsible for keeping track
of the individual needs and the team's progress.
Schrage, in his end chaptersr presents a rundown of how to keep these
teams together and collaborating. FIe also gives the project leader tools that
can be used to help the virtual team progress and stay on track. Schrage
describes the tools that will make client meetings, brainstorming and
project-management meetings, etc. more effective, efficient and productive.
He says, "Like paper, the technology cart be extraordinarily flexible- It can be
typ"d ory sketched orr, drawn on, calculated on. You can do practically
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anything with it you can with paper - except fold it."
So, in essence, he is saying that technology should be treated as both a tool
and an environment. It is something not only used as a collaborative tool
but as context forward. One must realize that technology will make your
meeting internally and externally u different type of meeti.g. This tool wilt
encourage everyone to contribute to the team r+,ith their thought and ideas.
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GEOFFREY A. MOORE'S'CROSSING THE CHASM"
Who Is Geoffrey Moore?
Geoffrey Moore is a senior memher of Regis McKenna [nc. and is an
integral member and contributor to the development of Regis McKenna's
organization. He is an ex-professor and a teacher, but continues to share his
knowledg* through writing and speaking . His work in Crossins the Chasm,
shows his experience in-depth and divulges his knowledg* about marketing
to his readers.
What Does He Say About Leadership?
In Geoffrey Moore's book Crossing t\e Chasm, he discusses leadership in a
high tech world and how all organizations are market-driven, whether they
have knowledgu of it or not. The chasm is a phenomenon of the market's
rapid acceleration followed by a lull, occurring whenever an innovation is
introduced. This drives all emerging high-tech enterprises to a point of crisis
where they must leave the relative safety of their established early market
and go out in search of a new home in mainstream. These forces serve a
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comPany and it is up to the management to become aware of these changes in
time to leverage the opportunities and communicate the changes.
Moore goes on to say that every high-tech product starts out as a fad or a"
no known market value," \A,hich in the market place, is referred to as the
early market. Then comes the chasm - this is where the leadership comes to
fruition and the rest of the world watches to see if anything comes from this
phenomenon.
The leadership key to crossing the chasm is to emerge from early market
into the mainstream. This is a do-or-die position with any leadership effort,
this is where a leader must know the most important lessons about crossing
the chasm - company unity during this period of change. The leaders must
have employee backing. This is the time when leaders must forgo the quest
for eccentric marketing genius in favor of achieving an informed consensus
among their employees. This must be a careful plan with everyone focused
on the task itself and a period when everyone on the team can participate in
the process.
If marketing or any idea is going to be a driving forcg and most
organizations insist this is their goal, then its principle must be accessible to
all the players, and not be reserved to an elect few who have managed to
penetrate its mysteries. A11 team members must have a cornmon goal and
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accord if the chasm is going to be crossed. The leadership must come from all
sides of the organization and no idea is to be overlooked. To cross a chasm,
launch a new product or start a virfual office the leaders and employees must
believe in the coilunon goal and work to make it successful.
What Are Moore's ldeas?
Moore's ideas are that in every high-tech market there is a technology
adoption life rycle that is shown in the graph below.
Technology Adoption Life Cycle
Source: Moore, p.12
It is a beII curve that shows the divisions in the curve that are roughly
equivalent to where that standard deviation would fall. The early majority
and the late maiority fall within one standard deviation of the mean, the
early adopters and the laggards are within lwo and the ones that are way out
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there are the ones who paid $1500.00 for the first VCRs on the market, stand
about three standard deviations from the norm and of course are the
innovators.
These groups are distinguished from each other by their different
characteristics and responses to an innovation based on new technology.
Each group has a unique psychographic profile that is formed by the use of
psychology and demographics (the graph on the previous page was original
research that was done on the adoption of new strains of seed potatoes among
American farmers). The understanding of each profile and its relationship to
is enjoining partner is a crucial component of high-tech marketing lore.
"Innovators" are the first to pursue new technology aggressively. They
sometimes even seek out the new technology before the marketing has been
launched. These are the people who one must market towards because it
will be their endorsement and reassurance of others that the product works
and has value.
"Early adopters", not unlike the innovators, bry into new products early
on, but unlike innovators they are not technologists. They rely on instinct
and imagination and the benefits of this new technology. Because of relying
on instinct or references these are key people to open the high-tech market
segment.
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"Early majority" somewhat relates to technologl, but are ultimately driven
by u strong sense of practicality, These are the people who want to see how
other people are workiog out before buying themselves. Because this
segment is roughly one-third of the r,r,hole adoption cycle, winning their
business will produce profit and growth.
The "late majority" are the people that are not comfortable with new
technology and have an even stronger sense of practicality. These people
wait until something has been established as standard and even then they
want to see lots of support from large majorities. Like early majorities, this
segment also makes up one-third the total buying population.
And then there are the "laggards". This segment will not have anything
to do with new technology. The only time they ever bry technology products
is when it is buried inside another product and they do not even know it is
there
If one works leffto-right and focuses first on the innovators, starting to
grow that market or idea, then starts moving the market to the early adapters
and so on until you get to the laggards, the model should work. It is
important to keep the momentum moving and growing so the next majority
naturally makes the move into your idea and wants to buy your product or
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idea. If you have a delay in your momentum you could lose your window of
opportunity specifically during the middle and late stages.
Who Supports and Validates This ldea?
Lotus 1-2-3 is a prime example of how to optimize the high-tech marketing
model. Lotus 1-2-3 was certainly not the first program written and in fact
most of the features that people loved about the program lA,as taken directly
from Visicalg its predecessor that ran on Apple II. But Lotus 1-2-3 was the
first program to run on an tBM and the designers were careful to tune its
performance and test it for that specific platform. Lotus 1-2-3 was fast and
slick and the innovators liked it for that reason. Early adopters liked it
because it let them do things they could not do on other spreadsheet software
and also did things they had never seen before.
The early majoriry liked it because it was falling into the line of very
common business practices, like budgeting, sales forecasting and such. As
more and more of the market began using this spreadsheet it became almost
impossible to use anything else, including just a pencil and paper. The
laggards and the late majority gradually fell into the same line.
As great as this accomplishment is, many other companies have achieved
the same stafus. Microsoft in PC operating systems, Flewlett Packard in PC
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laser printers and IBM in mainframe computers. Each of these companies
has had a market share in excess of 50 percent in its prime market (pg. 16,
Moore). It should be no suprise that these flagship product were derived
from the high-tech marketing model. So as we drive into the next
millennium and use the high-tech marketing tool we will be able to cross the
chasm and launch a successful virtual office.
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CHIAT DAY ADVERTISTNG AGENCY'S VIRTUAL OFFICE AND
LEAD ERSHTP EXPERIMENT.
As the world is taking a new look at office designs, Chiat Dry Advertising
agency in Santa Monica, California, is making it a reality. ]ay Chiat is quoted
saying, "You can not make people work harder and smarter, but you can give
them an environment that helps them to work harder and smarter."
(www. alt.culture.com)
Imagine a workplace in which you really do not have your own office, but
you really have the resources of the entire building or the entire campus at
your disposal. You can choose to work in different locations based on the
needs that you have at that time.
This is the work environment at the Los Angeles office of TBWA/Chiat
Day, a major agency that operates with cordless phones, abundant fax
machines, portable computers, and well distributed plug-ins. Workers are
like nomads. Some prefer quiet, meditative nooks and crannies while others
like the buzz of a dining area called "the clubhouse." The "clubhouse" is
comprised of diner booths equipped to be plugged in to get your data and
electrical support. Anywhere you sit down, whether ifs a bean bug chair or
whatever, there is a connection four or five feet away from you. MTV is
blaring. CI{I{ is blaring. And il you were one of those people in college that
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had to have a radio and stereo on when you sfudied, this is a place you would
probably be very comfortable working. Laurie Kootz, Chief Operating Officer,
said "Employees get more satisfaction from their work when they have
multiple settings to choose from."
What Succeeded?
In the 1970s, TBWA/Chiat Duy began its quest to develop an innovative,
open-office environment. The company had goals such as being able to break
down the "barriers of hierarchy," improve communicatiory and take full
advantage of the neru technology. In 1993 the space looked like the r,vork
space of the future, where staff either stay home and "telecommute", or show
up to temporarily claim space in a common area. That non-territorial ad
agency system had 450 employees in 1993. Though many critics wondered
about its depersonalizing effects (especially in a year of downsizing), the
experiment has been largely hailed as a "success."
To cope with the depersonalizing effects Chiat's new metaphor for both
Santa Monica and New York offices was that of a college c€unpus, where
students move from classroom to classroom, to library to lab. And since
people are losing their personal space; the store and concierge space are like
neighborhood landmarks r+,here you know the people worki*g there. This
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also provides that comfort zone that so many people are looking for in today's
organizations.
So with this philosophy, most Chiat/Day staff are not tied to their desks.
After checking out computers and phones at the "company store," they go
where the resources they need are, whether that be a meeting room (which is
equipped with video carneras, computers, take space and white board) or a
quiet corner equipped with only a seat.
So despite all the high-tech provisions, the agency claims to have saved
money by cutting their work space and their equipment by one-third. And
what's more, turnover is very low, because according to Chiat/Day, no one
wants to leave.
What Were the Challenges?
With all technology and experiments comes the learni^g curve and the
revisions to the plan. With Chiat/Duy even though they hailed their virtual
office a success they did, however, fail in some areas.
As most people can imagine, this unconventional type of facility is
somewhat chaotic and requires a nontraditional mindset from mtrnagers to
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evaluate people on the basis of results, not whether they are always in
immediate sight behind their desks. That is a challenge, not only for a
manager, but for workers. David Kelly, president of one of the nation's
leading design firms, is a strong believer in open space offices, but points out
that some workers are not naturally wired to handle all these choices or to be
team players. For successful implementation, attention must be given to
individual differences, or, Kelly wan rs, these new offices can be a disaster.
As Frank Becker, a Workplace Specialist from Cornell University, is quoted
saying in an interview on fufure office designs on IrIPR radio, "One of the few
certainties of today's offices is that they won't be the same just a few years
from now. The rapid changes in technology and market competition will see
to that." That is not only a challenge for fufure leaders to manage within, but
an unforeseen new ground in which to lead and manage.
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STEPHEN R. COVEY - PRINCIPLE-CENTERED LEADERSHIP.
Who Is Covey?
Stephen R. Covey is the founder and chairman of Covey Leadership
Center, a 2S0-plus-member international firm that is working with thousands
of organizations in implementing principle-centered leadership. He also
merged with Franklin Planners to become "Franklin Covey" and become the
world leader in helping individuals and organizations become more effective
by providing unique, sustainable professional service and product solutions.
Dr. Covey received the first Thomas More College Medallion for continued
service to humanity, and the McFeely Award from the international
Management Council for his contribution to education and management. He
is also the author of many books such as The Habits of Hishla E ffectiae
People. which has sold over 2 million copies and has been published in over
twenty countries and a dozen or more languages.
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I{hat Does Covey Say About Leadership?
Covey defines leadership with a statement that is an expression of "meta
leadership." Meta leadership deals mainly with vision and stewardship--
with what is be entrusted to you as a leader and as a manager." (Covey, p. 2gS).
He goes on to say that there is also "macro leadership" in which Covey
defines as "macro leadership deals with structure and systems and set up
processes to meet those goals." (Covey,p. 29S).
Effective leaders give most of their time and energies to the meta and
macro levels of leadership. Effective leaders also focus on maintaining and
enhancing relationships with people they work with the most.
Covey's definition of leadership as intended to serve leaders of
organizations as an expression of their vision. It is also set in place for the
leaders so that they can get a sense of a definition.
What Makes a Good Leader?
Covey writes that a "good" leader or a principle-centered leader is centered
around what types of behavior a person or leader possess. Covey cites eight
steps or traits that will define a leader:
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To be a principle-centered leader you must be continualllr learning, this
could mean that you are taking classes, reading, listening or just asking
questions, but always learning.
You must also be s.qrvice oriented and thinking of life as a mission not a
career. You must think of others and pitch in for the team. Principle-
centered leaders are not selfish.
Radiate positive ene{qy and be a cheerful and upbeat person who is
pleasant and optimistic.
A "good" leader believes in other e, and refuses to label or
discriminate in anyway. They must seek to believe in unseen potential of
others around them.
Lead a life, read books that make the best sellers list and also be
socially active with groups outside of work along with many other interests,
but most importantly you must enjoy yourself and your outside interests.
Along the same lines, see life as an adventure, and be the one to savor life.
You have securities within and not without.
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Be and believe that the whole is more than the sum of its parts.
Try to improve situations. Change the negative behavior and always work
hard.
And lastly, exercise, not only your body for self-renewal but also exercise
your mind and your emotions. I{hen you are happybe happy and r,then
you are sad be sad. A principle-centered leader does not hide emotions but
embraces them. (Covey, p. 41)
Covey believes with these core traits you will become a more centered
person and along with that a leader.
Who Uses Covey?
M*y organizations subscribe to his ideas and theories and make it a
crucial part of their organization and training programs. Catherine Crier, a
CI{hI l{ews Anchor said, "The world is in dire need of a paradigm shift in
attitudes and values. Stephen Covey gives us the blueprint with which to
create a better personal, business, and political environment which produces
this fundamental change. A11 we do is act." (Covey, Forward)
Sam Waltory Chairman of Wal-Mart also supports Covey's Principle-
Centered leadership theory and is quoted saying,
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"Covey's philosophy for creating more meaningfuI relationships and
success in the workplace is one we should be striving to imple^ment
throughout business and industry, in the home and elsewnere, if we
exPect to be rewarded with happiness and a fulfilling future. I truly
believe that the values he stresses in Principle-centired Leadership are
fundamental to developing a total quality environment." (covey, back
cover)
to DAnce,
" At a time when American organizations desperately need to energize
people and produce leaders at all levels, Covey prorrides an
empowering philosophy for life that is also the best guarantee of
success in business...a perfect blend of wisdoffi, compassiory and
practical experience." (Covey, Forward)
Many people are Covey fans and are very loyal to his theories and to his
work. These people believe he has made great strides in shaping America's
next level of thinking and leading.
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Another testament is Rosabeth Moss Kanter, author of When Giants Learn
CONCLUSTON OF LITERATURE REVIEW
Along with the theories of leadership come ideas about how organizations
and people can work together.
It{one of the theories mentioned are right or wrong; they are there to
provide a basis of what leaders are up against and what problem solvers are
here to discover. They face the question for how we will enter the new
millennium with all the talk of virtual environments. In the next chapters





This section explains the design and the implementation of the research as
well as the testing process and collection of data. Respondents were selected
to participate in this study from a data base of individuals interested in
internet research technology studies. These individuals were invited to
participate by e-mail. In the e-mail, they were given an internet address
(URL) to go to in order to participate in the survey. Once at the internet site,
participants were able to electronically complete and send the questionnaire
to a central tabulation server.
The methodology that informed the research was that of Stephen Covey
and how his leadership theory would work in a nontrad.itional environment
such as that of a virfual work space. A questionnaire was designed based on
Covey's concepts showing r+,hat characteristics would be most important to
those individuals in a working virtual office environment. The research
also examines necessary requirements for a manager to lead in both virtual




The study was designed to obtain information regarding the characteristics
and leadership skills are preferred in a virtual versus traditional work
environments. Respondents were a mix of both traditional office employees
and virtual office employees. The study was developed to examine Covey's
model of leadership and the type of characteristics he defined as being the
ones a traditional leader posses. The questionnaire also asked respondents if
they wanted to add a comment so every respondent had a voice and a
leadership opinion in the research. The questionnaire in its entirety has
four parts including, consent form, demographics, Covey's concept questions
and technology questions.
Consent Form
The website included a cover letter that explaining that I am
a student at Augsburg College in Minneapolis, Minnesota, doing authori zed,
research on virtual office environments. (Appendix C ) If the site visitors
read the cover letter and wished to continue, potential respondents verified
their intent to participate in the research and would be protected as a research




Part one consisted of the basic demographic questions to determine
ocflrpatiory educatiory income, age and current work environment.
Part II
Part two consisted of the questions that pertain to Covey's model of
leadership. The questions were designed to elicit what employees need and
rvant from a leader and what is expected from them as employees. In many of
the questions, there was an "other" response choice that allor+,ed an
respondent to input cofiunents or suggestions. This section is a "what would
you as a virtual worker like to see done in the name of leadership," section
that gives the respondents a chance to lead the leaders. (Appendix D)
Part III
Part three examined the differences in the technological needs, and the
advantages and disadvantages of a virtual environment in ord.er to compare
and contrast the dilference of those that actually work in a virfual office
environment verses the participants of a virtual environment by those who




The pilot respondents were a group of people chosen to complete the
questionnaire and give their opinions on what they would change or what
was unclear to them as readers.
The respondents were self selected chosen with the criteria that 1) they
were familiar with a virtual office concept or have participated in a virtual
environment, but they are considered traditional workers, or 2) they were
people who had r,r'orked or are currently working in a virtual office and are
also familiar with the traditional work environment. These pilot
respondents received an e-mail asking for their participation and cooperation
in filling out the questionnaire and giving both positive and negative
feedback that was aPProPriate to the study. All pilot respondents completed
the test questionnaire and changes were made before posting the final





The respondents that participated in the research were interested in
participating in a virtual office or are involved in a virtual office
environment as their main work environment. All were selected from a
worldwide database of those interested in internet technology. In addition,
respondents couJd have randomly encountered the site by searching under
the topic of "virtual office".
Once the respondents had completed the questionnaire, the
information was sent back to the home computer to calculate the data.
The data were stored in a computer to be accessed only by the researcher and
was held in the hard drive until all questionnaires were filled out and
submitted by the respondents. One-hundred respondents visited the website





The information collected from the survey was surunarized and
analyzed and put into a descriptive format. The data were analyzed in
percentages and graphs to help clarify and elicit the findings.
Results for each question were calculated using a statistical analysis
sofLware designed by Simple Surweys. In additiory" banner tables" were
developed to examine the differences in responses between those who work
in virtual office environment viruses who work in a traditional office
environment and male viruses female.
Analysis examined demographic differences between the respondents and
revealed the following: Over half (57%) worked in a traditional office
environment while the remainder either worked in a virtual work
environment or split their time between both virtual work environment and
traditional work environments.
The majority of the respondents (75%) indicated that they work on a
professional/ managerial position. The remainder mainly worked in
technical, sales or secretarial positions.
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The gender of the respondents was almost fiffy-fif ry $S% female, SZ%
male).
The plurality of respondents was ages 26-35 (45%), followed by 1T-ZS (40%).
Almost three quarters (70%) had an undergraduate degree and over eight in
ten had incomes under $80,000.
The results were then comPared to Covey's Principled-Centered Leadership
Model of leadership in order to draw conclusions for this study as to what
will be needed in the new millennium for a virtual office environment (see
Conclusions).
The evaluation of the study was able to examine individual and leadership





1. Primary Job Function
N=80
EIFindingrs...
,/ The majority of respondents indicated that they work in a Professional/Managerial
position (78%).
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6. Characteristics of a Traditional Office
.Multiple answers allowed, total may exceed 100%. N=35
EIFindings.,,
./ E-mail was the most commonly mentioned characteristic of a traditional office, followed
by Office space/CubesAl/alls and Social factor/Friends.
{ Those who worked in a traditional otfice were more likely to mention Social
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7. Gharacteristics of a Virtual Office
. Multiple answers allowed, total may exceed 100%. N=79
EIFindings...
'/ Computers/Laptops was the most commonly mentioned characteristic of a virtual office





Less supervision/More responsi bility
Freedom from office constraints





















8. Current Work Environment
*n= 80
E|Findings, ,,
'/ Over half of the respondents (57o/ol work in a traditional office environment. Only 11o/o
indicated that they work strictly in a virtual office environment, while the remainder
(33%) split their time between a traditional office and a virtual office.
'/ Those working in virtual office environment are most tikely female; of the respondents












L What "Works for You" in a Virtual Office
.Multiple answers allowed, total may exceed 100%. N=32
@Findingts. ..
'/ For those who work in a virtual office environment, over three-quarters mentioned
Technology (78%) as "What works for you as an individual in a virtual office."









0% 25o/o 50% 75%
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10. Characteristics of a Successful Virtua! Office Employee
. Multiple answers allowed, totalmay exceed 100%. N= 80
EIFindings...
,/ Most commonly mention characteristics mentioned for a successful virtual office
employee are lndependent (77%), followed by Motivated (73%) and Resourceful (68%).
'/ Respondents who work in a virtual office were more likely to mention Trustworthy (61%
vs 52%) as a characteristic than those who work in a traditional office.
./ Respondents who work in a traditional office were more likely to mention Responsible
(66% vs 53%) as a characteristic than those who work in a virtual office.
























11. Characteristics of a Successful Traditional Office Employee
-Multiple answers altowed, totalmay exceed 100%. N=80
EFindingrs...
./ Most commonly mentioned characteristics of a successful traditional office employee
are Trustworthy (70%), followed by Motivated (69%) and Resourceful (64%).
./ Respondents who work in a virtual office were more likely to mention Trustworthy (79o/o
vs 57%) than those who work in a traditional office.
./ Respondents who work in a traditional office were more likely to mention Driven (36%
vs 24%) than those who work in a virtual office.


















12. Characteristics of a Successful Virtual Office Manager
'Multiple responses allowed, total may exceed 100%. N=79
EFindings...
r' Trustworthy was the most commonly mentioned characteristic of a success virtual office
manager (72%), followed by Responsible (67%) and Accountable (66%)'
/ Those who work in a traditional office were more likely to feel that TeamWork was a
characteristic of a successful virtual office manager than those who actually worked in a
virtual office environment (51% vs 39%).















13. Characteristics of a Successful Traditional Office Manager
.Multiple responses allowed, total may exceed 100%. N=80
MFindings...
'/ Leadership was the most frequently mentioned characteristic of a successful traditional
office manager (86%), followed by Trustworthy (61%).
















14. Respondents Who Manage and/or Work with People Who Work Virtual
MFindings...
'z Only 39% indicated that they do not have some sort of virtual office environment in their
work environment.
/ Males were more likely to indicate that they do not manage and/or work with people in a
virtual office environment (460/o vs 32o/o).
N=79












15. Virtual Workers Who Need to Use a Traditionally Office Occasionally
N=27
EFindings..,
'/ Over four-tenths (4 1%) of those who work in a virtual office environment need to use a
traditional office occasionally to accomplish their job.
'/ Males who work virtually were more likely to need a traditional office than females (41%
vs 33%).








16. Eguipment Used by Those Who Work in a Traditional Office
'Multiple responses allowed, total may exceed 100%. N=72
EFindings,..
'/ Afmost all respondents (97ya) who work in a traditional office use a Computerllaptop,
followed by Phone (9a%), E-mait (94%) and printer (g1%).
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17. Equipment Used by Those Who Work in a Virtual Office"
-Multiple responses allowed, total may exceed 100%. N=34
flFindingrs...
'/ The majority of respondents who work in a virtual office use a Computer/Laptop (g7%),
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18. Advantages of a Virtual Office
*Multiple responses allowed, total may exceed 100%. N=75
EIFindingrs..,
./ The majority of respondents (82%) felt that Flexible schedule was the advantage of a
virtual office, followed by lndependence (68%).
./ Those who work virtual were more likely to see Less Supervision as an advantage than




















19. Disadvantages of a Virtual Office
-Multiple responses allowed, totalmay exceed 100%. N=74
EFindingrs, . .
r' No brainstorming with co-workers was mentioned by over half (54%) of the respondents
as a disadvantage of working virtual, followed by Loneliness (51%) and Lack of
Structure (42olo).
{ Lack of structure was mentioned less frequently by those who actually work in a virtual
office environmentthan those who work in a traditional office (35% vs 51%).
No brainstorming with co-workers
Loneliness
Lack of structure























Over half the respondents work in a traditional office environment. Only
11% work strictly in a virtual office environment, while the remainder
(33%) split their time between a virtual office and a traditional office.
A successful Virtual office employee must be independent, motivated and
resourceful in order to succeed in a virtual office environment.
The advantage of a virtual office environment include a flexible schedule
and independence.
Disadvantages of a virtual office can include the lack of brainstorming











Provide a virtual office environment that allows employees to have
independence and a flexible schedule, but also provide them with a central
point to have meetings in order to brainstorm and socialize with co-
workers.
. This wilI decrease overhead (workstations for each employee are
not needed), but will provide employees with the ability to come
together as a team to collaborate and brainstorm.
Women are looking for motivation from their virtual managers, while
men tend to look to their virtual managers for leadership. Provide
training to virtual managers to accommodate the differences between men
and women in a virtual office environment.
The results of the research showed that more "virtual" employees are
likely to work both virtual and in a traditional office, rather than strictly
virtual. This seems to indicate that a combination between the trn,o is
more successful and fulfilling for an employee than strictly virtual.
The reviewed literature indicates that virtual office overturns our
traditional assumptions of a work environment. Studies predict








Business reasons for creating a virfual office include reduction of real
estate expenses, increase in productivity, higher profit, globa1 competitioru
and improved customer service (HR Magazine, March 1996).
Companies such as AT&T, Lotus and J{extel see a time when people no
longer cluster in buildings to work. Instead they will use wireless phones,
Iaptops computers, video phones and electronic software. "This goes way
beyond telecommuting. Ifs the idea that technoloqy, not walls, will hold a
company together." (Telework International, Summer 1995)
As companies move towards a virtual environment, it is imperative that
they provide the tools and means for team building: provide a structure
that allows the team to accomplish goals, working together as a team,
while working separately.
. Be creative, yet personal in giving frequent recognition for
everything that is accomplished as a team. Establish a way that the
team can learn about each other personally and professionally so
that they can have a collaborative effort that is effective, while they
are distant.
Working virtually doesn't come natural to everyone; structure people in
pairs to encourage team work and project sharing to transition them into
their new environment/role.
Trust can be fragile in the beginning of the virtual office relationship.




a Manager must be fair to all members of the virtual office team. Th*y need
to consider that some virtual workers may work farther away from the
office than others, therefore making it more difficult to make an
appearance on a frequent basis than those who live closer. Manager must
work to avoid favoritism towards those they "see" most often.
Miscommunication can occur when there is not eye-to-eye contact. E-mail
is not an effective way to manage employees, phone is more effective and
personal.
a
ln conclusiorl some of Cove/s Principle Centered Leadership concepts,
such as being service oriented, believing in other people, seeine life as a new
adventure. and being synergistic are all vital for a successful virfual office.
By being service oriented. not having day-to-day face-to-face contact, it is
necessary to have an envirorunent of cooperation in order to keep the
company's mission in mind.
Virtual offices cannot opera te without a level of trust and believing in
other people. Communication and empowerment is essential for virtual
employees to succeed.
Technology is constantly evolving, and a co{poration must adopt new
systems early in order to stay competitive. Therefore, individuals
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functio*i.g in a virtual environment need to constantly remember to see life
as an adventure.
There is no room for egos on a virtual office environment. In order for





The study was performed using lnternet and e-mail technology. As a
result, only those who had access to both e-mail and the Internet were able to
participate. \Alhile this allowed the study to be quickly completed, it
potentially skewed the results towards technology-based employees,
potentiutly omitting a more traditional, older generation office worker.
The study consisted of primarily close-ended questions. Internet
technology does not easily allow for open-ended responses, therefore the











J'EADER-SHIP DT\,-EI CP\IE},T }IoDEL ^{ucsBl ]TC
The MAL pro_qram promores
leadership as a process that
1.) inspires cooperarion amon,q
people who must compete tor
limited resources. 2) promotes
productivity within and beyond
the or_eanization. and 3) works
toward progress for the











To accomplish this. individuals
aspiring to positions of leader-
ship musr possess three kev
attributes: a sense of vision.
the ability to persuade and the
ability to direct acrion.
Underlying rhese attributes is a
broad range of abilities and
awareness. outlined in the
Leadership Development Model.
that serve as specific outcomes
for the MAL program.
Augsburg's model of leadership
developmenr is designed to
assess. promote. enhance and



























. Ability to think criticallv
' Understanding of
research
. Ability ro manage
conf'lict
(This model was developed by Augsburg Faculty Graduare Advisory committee. l9g5-g7.)
Leadershtp
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te_chnologically dispersed work environment'. This application is an exempt review.
We have reviewed your application and have accepted it without condition
It is customary to pass on recommendations reviewers have regarding each
application. In your case, you have thoughtfuIly presented your methodology and
resealch plan. Good luck in this interesting research.
Your IRB number is 97-39-01 Please use this number in all official
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re is Beth Peroutka, and I am a student at Augsburg College, Mirmeapolis, MN USA. I have designed this web site and questionnaire to
he people who are currently or will become the leaders of a vinual office as compared to traditional leaders. We are asking for your
)ation because you may have some useful insight into leadership theorics and/or vinual officing.
ryose of this study is to determine whether traditional leadership theodes will hotd true in a vinual office environment or if rhere is a need
rlop a new leadership model that will assist leaders in new rcmote work environments. Summadzing information wi[[ appear in my thesis
the future on this web site. I will not show your individual questionnaire or any ofyour individual answers o anyone oi will you be
ed. The principle investigator doing this thesis n ill be the only one who will see your questionnaire. Please do not put your name on the
rnnare.
lecide that you do not want to fill out a questionnair€ it will not affect you or harm you in any. You may choose not to imswer some
,ns if they mak€ you uncomfortable. If you decide to fill out a questionnairc, we will assume that you want to pafticipate in this study.
umber 97-39-01.




I . What do you See as the main characteristics of a "traditional office"?
Rent/overhead
Social factor/Friends















No offi ce politics/Gossipfl-oneliness
Hard Drives
Less Supervision/Jvlore Personal ResponsibilityiOut of the Loop
Freedom from off,rce constraints
Other
3. What is your own cturent work environment?
I work virtual
I work in a traditional office setting

















































10. If you work entirely virtual, do
Yes
No









you ever need to enter a traditional office to get your work done or complete your work?













you work in a virtual office, which of the following do you use in order to accomplish your job?
Computer/Laprop



















14. What are the advantages of a virtual office?
Less Supervision
Independence













Inability to brainstorm with co-workers
Lack of meeting space
Other
16. What is your job function?
ProfessionallManagerial (business managers, engineers, physicians, teachers, scientists, etc.)
SecretariaUClerical(clerks, receptionists, bank tellers, administrative assistants)
Technical (technicians and computer operator)
Sales (sales reps and retail sales clerks)
Other
17. If you answered Other for any of the above questions, please write the question number and explain beiow.
1 8 . Are therc any other characteristics of your traditional or vinual office which you would like to add? If so, please comment below
19. What is your gender
Male
Female








21. What is your educational background?
Completed high school
I have an udergraduate Degree
I have a graduate degree
I have a Phd








































Less Supervision/More Personal Responsibility/Out of the Loop
Freedom trom office conslraints
Other
Total responded
What is your own current work environment?
I work virtual
I work in a traditional office setting




I 376 Total responses



























































As fractions ol all42 respons{
6 14%1
7 17'/. -
Total responded 80 e1%I
lf you are working in a virtual office, what works for you as an individual in a virtual office?










32 36% Ial responded
are the main personal characteristics that make for a successlul manager in a traditional office?











't are lhe mosl lmportant Petsonal characteristics makg lor a successrul €mployee who works ln a virtual oflice?
As tractions of all 80 respondents As trac{ions of all A51 respons€s
:ivated n%- 58 17%-
'en 31% I zs 7%l
ependent 787"- 62 18% I
iourcotul 6S% I 54 15%-
Elworthy 5S% I 46 13% I
rponsibl€ 66% I s3 15% I
hnologicatty titerat€ 61% I 49 14y" -61 5%I 4 1%l
al responded 80 s1%- 351 Total responses
t are the main peEonal charaqterlstica that mak€ lor a succegstul employee who worka ln a tradiflonal offlce?
As fraclions ol all80 respondents As fractions ol all212 responses







ourceful 60% I 48 Zg% 
-ttwodhy 69%1 55 26"ha
.r l1%l 9 4%l
rl responded 80 s1%- 212 Total responses
t ar€ lh. maln petsonal characlerisllcs thal make lor a successlul manager who wolks in a vi.tu.l oflice?
As traciions of all 79 respondents As fractions ol all203 responsss
r Worker 46%1 36 1g%I
ponsible 7o"/"- 55 z7%-
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L responded 79 eo% I I
I work entirely virtual, do you ever need to enter a traditional office to get your work done or complete your work?
responded 27
t work in a traditional otlice settlng, which of the lollowing do you use to accompllsh your job?
As lractions ol all72 respondents















work in a virtual office, which of the following do you use in order to accomplish your job?
As lractions of all 34 respondents
ruter/Laptop g7y" J I


































t are the advantages of a virtual otfice?
s Supervision
rpendence











rility to brainstorm with co-workers
< ol meeting space
5r
rl responded
I is your job tunction?
fessional/Managerial (business managers,
;retarial/Clerical(clerks, receptionists, ban k tel lers,
:hnical (technicians and computer operator)






































1 86 Total responses





















































What is your educational background?
Completed high school
I have an udergraduate Degree
I have a graduate degree
I have a Phd
Total responded











































What do you see as the main characteristics of a "traditionaloffice"?












What do you see as the main characteristics of a "virtualoffice"?
Select as many as apply
n Computers/Laptop
tr Fed Ex
tr Phones/Cell Phones/Plug lns
tr Teleconlerencing
tr E-Mail
tr No office politics/Gossip/Loneliness
fl Hard Drives
tr Less Supervision/More Personal Responsibility/Out of the Loop
tr Freedom from otfice constraints
tr other
What is your own current work environment?
Please select only one answer
O I work virtual
O lwork in a traditionalotfice setting
O I split my time between a vidual office and a traditional office
O Other
lf you are working in a virlual oftice, what works for you as an individual in a vidual office?





What are the most important personal characteristics make for a successfulemployee who works in a virtualoffice?
Select as many as apply
tr Motivated
tr Driven







what are the main personal characJeristics that make for a successful employee who works in a traditionalofiice.'/







What are the main personalcharactenstics that make for a successfut manager rarlro works iri a virtual rilrce?






What are the main personal characteristics that make lor a successful mana-1er in a traditionaloffice'l






Do you manage and/or work vrith people who work in a virtual office virtual?





lf you work entirely virtual, do you ever need to enter a traditional office to get your wcrk done or corrrplere your w<lrk?
Please select only one answer
O Yes
ONo
tf you work in a traditional office setting, which of the foliowing do you use to accomplish your j'b?
Select as many as apply
tr Computer/Laptop
tr off ice











lf you work in a virtual office, which of the lollowing do you use in order to accomplish 
your job?
Select as many as aPPIY
tr ComPuter/LaPtoP









What are the advantages of a virtualoffice?
select as many as apply
tr Less SuPervision
tr lndependence
tr Ability to work a flexible schedule
tr No office Politics
tr More motivation
tr other
What are the disadvantages of a virtualoffice?
Select as many as aPPIY
tr Lack ol SuPervision
n Loneliness
tr Lack of structure
tr Too much indePendence
tr Less motivation
tr lnability to brainstorm with co-workers
tr Lack of meeting space
tr other
What is your job function?
Select as many as aPPIY
tl ProfessionaliManagerial (business managerS, engineers,
w Peroutka

tr Secretarial/Clerical(clerks, receptionists, bank tellers,
D Technical (technicians and computer operator)
tr Sales (sales reps and retail sales clerks)
tr other
What is your gender
Please select only one answer
O Mate
O Female
What is your age group?





O 65 or older
What is your educational background?
Please select only one answer
O Completed high school
O I have an udergraduate Degree
O I have a graduate degree
O lhaveaPhd
What is your income range?
Please select only one answer
O $2o,ooo - s4o,ooo
o $40,000 - $80,000
o $80,000 - $175,000
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